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FADE OUT:
FADE IN:  .....  ::

LS. Tree.  Moÿing swing comes into
frame.  Camera pans with movementÿ

o

FS.  Side angle of three moving
swings.

FS.  Swimming pool seen past
swings. ÿ  ÿ     .

e MS.  Childÿeninpool leaping
for ball.

5.   MS.  Pool.  PAN to wheel
chair.

6.   FS.  Boy with bad hand.

7.   FS.  Boy with bad legs
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(MUSIC DOWN.   SOUND EFFECTS
OF CHILDREN'S SHOUTS AND
LAUGHTER )  ÿ

(NA ATOR)
These children, splashing and

playing like any n6rmal children  ....

,ÿ,..are all crippled.

Some of them may never be cured.

Yet all of them will become

useful adults--given proper

training  .....



So MS.  Donald carried out of
pool to chaiÿo  Chair is
wheeled away°

• •   .,-? o,

9.  Physiotherapist and child.

oTralning by skilled workers
i

Wh6 have acquired technical

knowledge Of the body, the brain,

and the emotions  ......

....  Anÿ whose professional

knowledge is reinforced bY the

love and devotion necessary

for training handicapped

children.

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

I0.  NS. Donald and ÿeelbarrow.

ll.  FS.  The garden.  Donald
and wheelbarrow enter.

12°  TW0-SHOT.  Hoers.

13.  MCU:  The hoers.

14. FS.  Cabbage patch and
children.

15. CU.  TWO-SHOT.  Cabbage
patch.

The chief training ground for a

handicapped child is his home.

But there are other places--

a garden.  Here he can mingle

with other children.,.ÿ,

He oÿ prepare for usefuluessÿ  .....

18.  Donald nailing boat.

, • b

19.  Sandpapering boat.'ÿ':  ......

16. 'CU.  Picking cabbage

DISSOLVE TO:

17.  Boy sawing

And occupation turns his thoughts  ?ÿ" ÿ

.....  By being useful.

outward from his limited body

to the world around him.

•  J

Occupation frees the mind.  And

also trains the muscles.

Exercise is welcome when the

['/

movements produce something.,...

......  A toy boat to sail in puddlesÿ



j-

20.  CU.  Boy clay sculptingÿ

21°  TW0-SHOT,  Girls weaving.
Social worker enters.

22.  FS.  Girl, finger-painting.

23.  CU.  Fingers, painting.

24,  MS.  Girl, finger-palnting'
and socialÿworker.

...ÿ A clay mÿsÿ to strengthen

flngeÿs and imagination.

Fascinating things can be done

using simple equipment--with

the social worker helping

maintain interest by instruction

and encouragement.

Even a severely handicapped child...

....Can have the satisfaction of

creative activity.

DISSOLVE T0:

25.  MSo  Counselor and music
group.

27.  PAN along music group

28.  FS.  Music group

DISSOLVE TO:

29.  FS.  Pebble game group under
tree.

30. MS.  Pebble group. Pebble
handed to child.

31.  Children passing pebble.

32.  CU.  Hands passing pebble.

33.  Boy who is 'It' (Lenny)
takes hand from eyes.

26.  CU.  Cymbal player.

Music is a medium for developing

co-ordination, as well as for

exercising muscles.

(so D E CTS:  szc)

When training starts early, the

handicapped child has a far better

chance for recovery.

For these youngsters, the soclal

worker uses the simple activities

they enjoy.

Through a group game. ;..hands and

arms can be trained for movement.



34.
outstretchedÿ and social

/

//
/

//"

35.  Len yj 'gues Ji g.

3;6. ÿLerÿy sÿud: three children
with social worker.  Lenny
finds pebble j

37.  ....  Lenny reactingÿ.  ' ÿ ÿ

DISSOLVE TO ÿ.

38ÿ :"Chil&ren"in Saudpilesÿ

39.  MS., Tnÿree chiXdren and
social worker in sÿ]dpilesÿ

40. MCU.  Girl shoveling sand
and social worker,

41.  Leÿmy, stacking blocks.

DISSOLVE TO:

42.

43.

FSj ,ÿChftdren"eating in
dining room.

Girl eating,

FADE OUT:   '

FADE IN:

44.  MS.  Social worker wÿeeling
boy to shack.  (Lucy)

45.  THRÿE-SHOT.  Lucy and Helen
assist Noy into shack.

And at the same time, hearts can

be trained for happiness  .............

.........  Lips can be trained for

laughter,

The first goal of therapy is

self-help,

To achieve it, basic motions are

translated into play.

Abduction and adduction of the

shoulder become a tunnel

shoveled in the sand,

Grasp and release become a

castle built of blocks.

Slowly the games change.

The block becomes a piece of

bread--and the child can feed

herselfÿ

Together with, and often before

occupational therapy, more

specific conditioning exerciseÿ

are needed.
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DISSOLVE TO:

FS.i Helen massaging boy.

I

48.  CU.  Helen,s face

49.  CU.  The boy,s face.

/
p

/

J
j,

50.

47ÿ  MS.  Helen massaging boy.

MCS.  Helen,s hands
massaging the boy,s leg.

DISSOLVE TO:

51.  ZS.  Donald carried to
treatment table.

52. MS.  Lucy administering
passive exercise to Donald.

53.  CU.  Passive exercise.

DISSOLVE TO:

54.  MS.  Active exercise.

55.  MCU.  Donald under stress
after exercise.

56.  MS.  Lucy giving Donald
breathing exercises

DISSOLVE TO:

57.  CU.  Donald,s legs.  TILT
UP to r@sistÿd exercise.

Such exercises are provided by

physical therapy.

The instruments of physical

therapy are simple things  .....

.....  A soft voice, a smile  .......

.....  And hands, skilled in the

education of muscles.

Firm, gentle massage improves

circulation and prepares the

limb for use.

Legs that can barely move canÿbe

strengthened by an over-lapping

series of exercises.

Therapy must be given regularly,

over an extended period of time.

First, the feeling of motion is

taught thrgngh passive exercise.

Later, active movement may be

started.  The first hesitant

motions are hard work==and  ....

....  The social worker must watch

for signs of fatigue.

Deep breathing helps the child

relax.

Now his mussels are stronger.

They can push against resistanceÿ



58ÿ  MS.  Donald and Lucy, finishing
exercise.  She leaves.

59. MCU. Donald,s face.  TILT DOWN
along body to his legs, as
he dsngles these experiment-
ally,

8iowly, iÿhis legs are beginning toÿ

feel like part of his body.

DISSOLVE TOÿ

60.  CU.  Donald,s feet.  TILT UP
,along his body as he stands  ....

supported against a wall.

61.  FS.  Donald snd Lucy as he
stm]ds unsupported,
holding her hand.

62.  !NTERCUT, MS,  Donald
lets g6ÿ straightens up.

63.  FS.I Donald, standing
unsupported; and Lucy.

DISSOLVE TO:

64. MS.  Social worker and
b0y. ÿBÿy is walking along
parallel bars.

65.  MCU.  Legs walking through
bars with abduction board.

DISSOLVE TO:

66.  MCU.  Legs walking through
c01ored squares.

DISSOLVE TO:

67.  MCU.  Legs walking through
bets with raised floorboards.

68.  Donald walking through bars,

DISSOLVE TO:

He is ready to test them against

earth.  Now he can practice

standing.  He is first supported

against a wall.

And then, supported only by

confidence....

.....  .In himself and in his

instructor.

Walking is only a few steps

away..°..

Simple equipment helps him

prepare for walking--parallel

bars of different kinds  .....

....  With a board in the center

to keep the knees apart.

..,..With colored squares to train

alternate stepping.

.. ÿ .,With raised bars on the floor

to correct shuffling.

Step after step, month after

month, the training continues.



69.  MS.  Donala and social
worker as iÿ reaches end.
of bars.

And with each step, each month,

recovery is a little closer.

70.  CU.  Donaÿ ÿiÿ hesitant.

71.  CU.  His feet step off bars
onto graÿ

Now his legs are free.

72.  Donald o.ÿ grass at end
of bars, wawÿring.

75.

76.

DISSOLIT TO:

THEELÿSHOT.  Donald end
parents silhouetted
in ÿ0orway

OET ÿGLEÿ  The three
walk out, Donald in lead.

77. REAR ANGLE..  Donald walks
away, turns his head, smiles
as his mother enters frame.

78.  CU.  His face.

79. REAR ANGLE.

FADE OUT;

FADE IN:

He walks away.

END TITLE.

74ÿ .Donai-1 and socia! worker,
as they raze step away
from bars.

73.  Donaldÿ hÿgpy, looks
doÿ at feet, then up.

Because the child himself

has been developed, as well

as his legs...walking is a

beginning, not an end.

Those who have helped him--

the social worker...

....  His parents--will still help

him.  Now they can begim to share

his triumph...

....  As with his first steps he

seeks a direct!onoÿ-

....  The way to usefulness and

dignity among people.

(MUSIC UP AND OUT)

THE END


